
Serial Numbering 
on Series of 1929 

National Bank Notes 

PURPOSE 

This chapter will explain how the Series of 1929 national bank notes were serial numbered and 

why the numbering system was changed to the type 2 variety in 1933. 

It is appropriate to explain the special cases when B suffix letters were used on type 1 sheets, and 

when B prefix letters were used on type 2 notes in this chapter. 

Two situations found in the issuance data for the individual banks are explained; specifically, the 

shipment of partial sheets and gaps in the serial number sequences. 

SERIAL NUMBERING 

Series of 1929 national bank notes were serial numbered and sealed in 6-subject sheet form. Two 

distinctly different serial numbering systems were used on the Series of 1929. The first, called type 1, 

involved sheet numbers wherein all the notes bore the same number. The numbers had a suffix letter, and 

the prefix varied from A to F depending on the position of the note on the 6-subject sheet. 

The type 2 serials were note numbers ordered consecutively down the sheet with a prefix, but no 

suffix letter. In addition, a brown charter number was overprinted next to each serial number adjacent to 

the central portrait. 

Three serial numbering conventions were common to both the type 1 and 2 issues. Serial numbering 

started at 1 for each different denomination for each bank. Serial numbering started over when bank titles 

were changed. However, serial numbering did not start over when bank signatures changed. 

The delivery of uncut sheets to bankers was an established tradition dating from long before the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing came into existence. Sheets were convenient when bankers had to hand 

sign their notes, but that convenience vanished once the signatures were printed. 

A second inherited tradition was that of using the same serial number on all the notes on a given 

sheet. Different plate letters were used to distinguish between like subjects on the sheet. 

Sheet numbering of national bank notes originated with the bank note companies in 1863 and was 

passed forward to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in 1875. The tradition of issuing the notes in sheet 

form and using the same serials on all the subjects on a sheet was carried forward during the conversion to 

small size Series of 1929 type 1 nationals, but with a small twist. 
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Figure 1. A note from the last sheet of $10s issued by the bank that was 

obviously saved by a banker. 
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The source for the 6-subject sheets 

was 12-subject plates whereon the subjects 

were lettered A through L. However, those 

plate position letters were ignored once the 

sheets were cut in half. Instead, the prefix 

letters A through F in the serial numbers 

were used to indicate the position of the 

notes on the half sheets. 

This is a wonderful example of 

human inertia. Everyone simply kept 

moving in the same direction, creating 

whatever convolution was necessary to stay 

the course. 

The problem with adopting the type 

1 sheet serial numbering style was that those 

who handled and issued the sheets found 

themselves locked into an archaic format 

that quickly forced them to do their 

accounting in units of six notes, instead of 

individual notes. 

Initially, in 1929, the Comptroller’s 

clerks would receive notification from the 

National Bank Redemption Agency that 

some dollar amount of notes had been 

redeemed for a given bank, and the clerks 

would issue notes, which commonly 

involved cutting notes from the sheets to 

make up the correct total. This led to 

cumbersome entries in the ledgers and 

greatly complicated the rectification of the 

accounts. 

In short order, the Comptroller 

requested that the National Bank 

Redemption Agency certify redemptions in 

6-note multiples so that the Comptroller’s 

office could issue whole sheets to the banks. 

This complicated the bookkeeping in the 

Redemption Agency, which added to their 

costs and forced them to hold odd numbers 

of notes for varying periods at the expense 

of expeditiously processing the all the notes 

on behalf of the issuing banks. 

Figure 2. Type 1 sheet where the serial 

numbers are sheet numbers. Notice that all 

the notes have the same serial number, and 

their positions in the sheet are revealed by the 

prefix letters in the serial numbers. 
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ORIGIN OF TYPE 2 NUMBERING 

The following discussion on the conversion to type 2 numbering is synthesized from memos and 

letters in the Bureau of the Public Debt files (various dates), supplemented by correspondence in the central 

correspondence files of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (1913-1939), both of which are in the 

National Archives. 

At first, the primary incentive to convert to the type 2 numbering style was annoyance on the part 

of bankers that they still had to cut the notes from their sheets. Needed were notes numbered in numerical 

order that could be separated and packaged like other currency. 

Requests for deliveries in note form from bankers across the country were reaching all the agencies 

involved with the national bank issues. Important was a lobbying effort in late March, 1930, by a Mr. 

Mountjoy of the American Bankers Association requesting that serious consideration be given to the matter 

(Broughton, Mar 23, 1930). 

By 1930 the agency people already were converging on the idea of delivering the notes to the banks 

in 100-note packages. There were proposals for the Comptroller’s office to purchase cutting machines so 

operatives there could cut the sheets before shipping them to the banks. An alternative proposal was for the 

Comptroller to return the 4.5 million sheets in his inventory to the Bureau to have them cut and packaged 

over there. 

However, the problem of multiple notes with the same serial number on the type 1 sheets loomed 

large in the deliberations for change. The problem was that the repetitious serials would confound 

bookkeeping after the notes were separated because like numbers would cause confusion in packaging the 

notes and the accounting for them. 

The agency people were facing another problem that was even worse. From the outset of the 1929 

issues, the Redemption Agency was receiving mutilated notes where the bank information was completely 

washed off making identification by bank of issue difficult to impossible. However, sorters often could read 

the serial numbers because the brown ink penetrated more deeply into the paper than the black ink used to 

overprint the bank information. Furthermore, if a badly eroded note was sent in for redemption, the core of 

the note surrounding the portrait usually was intact, whereas the borders containing the black charter 

numbers might be totally missing. 

The plan quickly evolved that if new numbering blocks had to be purchased to allow for consecutive 

numbering down the sheet, they could also be designed to add charter numbers adjacent to the respective 

sides of the portrait. The advantage of the extra charter numbers was that they would be printed with the 

deeper penetrating brown ink and they would be placed in the critical core of the note. 

Figure 3. This is the very first type 2 $50 that was printed. The number 1 type 

2 sheets for all five denominations for this new Chicago bank were part of a 

printing order for $600,000 placed with the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 

on May 31, 1933. This order happened to contain the first request for type 2 

$50s and $100s. They were delivered from the BEP to the Comptroller on June 

24th. 
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Thus, the type 2 concept would kill two birds with one stone: (1) consecutively number the notes, 

and (2) add two charter numbers to facilitate identification of mutilated notes. 

The idea for including the two charter numbers in brown came from William S. Broughton, 

Commissioner of the Public Debt Service in a memo to Bureau Director Alvin W. Hall dated April 2, 1930. 

Broughton suggested that the charter and serial numbers be stacked on the respective sides of the notes. 

Putting the numbers in-line with the charter numbers adjacent to the portrait was the suggestion of 

Director Hall in a response dated April 22, 1930. Hall was concerned about potential crowding and overlap 

of design elements on the notes if the numbers were stacked. Besides, having the numbering discs for the 

two numbers on the same axle within the numbering blocks was far easier to accommodate mechanically. 

The fact is that the discussions leading to the adoption of the type 2 numbering style progressively 

focused more on the additional brown charter numbers than on providing pre-cut notes for the bankers! 

Leading the charge for the additional brown charter numbers was the Redemption Agency staff. 

The agency people dithered even though there was consensus on the merits of the type 2 concept 

in early 1930, so implementation stalled. But time marched on. 

On April 28, 1931, Mr. Broughton signaled the frustration of Treasury officials when he wrote to 

BEP Director Hall: “Something should be done about National bank notes. Everyone has agreed (1) that 

the notes should be separated before shipment, and (2) that additional means of identifying the bank of issue 

should be provided. * * * Moreover, the Secretary has promised the banks in due course that the notes will 

be delivered separated. * * * Several plans have been considered and at least one has been approved but 

misunderstandings or complications have invariably arisen which have prevented the proposal being carried 

out” (Broughton, Apr 28, 1931). 

Broughton’s memo was designed to light a fire under the agencies, the BEP in particular. Instead 

the issue smoldered and weakly at that. 

An interagency Currency Committee was formed and recommended on July 18, 1932, that the BEP 

be authorized to purchase new numbering blocks to print the type 2 notes. The committee went on to explain 

“It has been the purpose of the Department to furnish the banks with separated notes but the difficulties are 

so great that it is deemed wise to give no further consideration to the matter at this time” (Broughton and 

others, Jul 18, 1932). 

Broughton, a member of the Currency Committee, wrote lamely two days later to Assistant 

Secretary of the Treasury James H. Douglas Jr. (Broughton, Jul 20, 1932): 

National bank notes are produced as job orders. It is not practicable to 

separate and exactly collate National bank notes at the Bureau. It would 

add many times to the cost. It is possible to separate the notes without 

undue expense, but not to collate them. If a change from sheet to separated 

notes were made the Comptroller=s vault equipment would be wholly 

obsolete. A complete change in vault control and shipping procedure 

would be necessary at considerable expense and reduced security. The 

present is considered a bad time to make a change, and so the proposal to 

separate notes before shipment is being abandoned for the time-being. 

Figure 4. $50 and $100 type 2 

notes are highly prized because 

they were issued in small 

quantities by a limited number 

of banks. Only 288 of these 

$100s were printed for and 

issued by this bank. Photo 

courtesy of William Herzog. 
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The recommendations of the committee were approved August 1, 1932 by Douglas. All the agency 

people agreed that the addition of the extra charter numbers printed in the deeper penetrating brown ink 

next to the portraits was sufficient justification on its own merits to make the change. 

Deputy Comptroller of the Currency Frank Awalt sent a memo to Broughton on November 21, 

1932 stating “. . . it is requested that each denomination for each bank start with A000001 as it will greatly 

facilitate the keeping of records of this office (Awalt, Nov 21, 1932).” Orders were then placed for the new 

numbering blocks. 

The first order for type 2 notes was requisition number 1099 sent from the Comptroller’s office to 

the Bureau of Engraving and Printing on May 13, 1933 (CofC, 1929-1935). The instructions on how to set 

up the presses to do this work were finalized in the serial numbering section on May 24, 1933 (BEP, 

undated). The first of the type 2 sheets was sent from the Bureau to the Comptroller’s office on May 27, 

1933, with $5s for Demopolis, Alabama (10035), $10s for Denver, Colorado (1651) and $20s for 

Williamstown, New Jersey (7265) leading the pack. The last type 1 sheets were sent two days later (BEP, 

1924-1935). 

Separation of the notes never did occur. Delays were caused by deciding whether the Bureau of 

Engraving and Printing or the Comptroller’s office should separate the notes. The favored option was to 

have the Bureau do the cutting. 

If the Bureau was to separate and handle the notes, suitable vault space with furnishings and 

equipment had to be arranged, additional counters had to be hired, and new procedures had to be developed 

for distributing the notes directly to banks without the notes having to pass through the Comptroller’s office. 

Also, it was desirable to wait until the stocks of type 1 sheets could be depleted because handling them in 

separated form was undesirable for accounting purposes. 

No progress was made on cutting the sheets by the time the series was phased out in 1935. The 

long-sought desire of bankers to receive their notes in individual form had been a topic of discussion since 

the inception of the series, yet the only progress in that direction was to start numbering the notes 

consecutively down the sheets beginning belatedly in 1933. 

The fact is, the bankers lost out because it was inconvenient for the agencies to separate the notes. 

Besides, there remained large numbers of type 1 sheets in the Comptroller’s inventory that would be a pain 

Figure 6. The numbering 

wheels for the brown charter 

numbers turned on the same 

axle as the adjacent serial 

number. In this case, the wrong 

charter number was dialed in 

for $5 serials 1501-3264, 

received at the Comptroller’s 

office September 23, 1933. 

Figure 5. This Mount Olive 

bank had the highest charter 

number to appear on a type 2 

$100. The entire issuance from 

the bank consisted of 250 of 

these 100s. 
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to deal with thanks to the repetitious sheet serial numbers on them. 

There was momentary consideration of simultaneously shipping type 1 notes to the banks in sheet 

form and the type 2s in cut form, but this idea was quickly dropped because the bankers receiving the type 

1s would feel discriminated against and probably would howl loudly. 

Ironically, there was a bookkeeping benefit to both the Comptroller’s office and the Redemption 

Agency attending the use of the type 2 sheets. No longer was the Redemption Agency bound to certifying 

redemptions in 6-note increments. Instead they could report and clear all redemptions exactly as they came 

through, and the Comptroller’s clerks could issue new notes in serial number order to those exact amounts 

by cutting the necessary numbers of notes from sheets if need be. 

The practice of cutting one or more notes from sheets to make up deliveries to offset redemptions 

closed out the type 2 era and explains why the final type 2 serials issued to many banks are not evenly 

divisible by 6. 

The irony in all of this is that the primary incentive to adopt type 2 numbering was so that individual 

notes could be delivered at great convenience to the bankers. The actual reason that type 2 numbering was 

adopted was to take advantage of the duplicate charter numbers that were applied incidentally in the process 

in order to facilitate identification of mutilated notes turned in for redemption. 

Banker constituency: strikeout! Agency personnel: homerun! 

B-SUFFIX TYPE 1, B-PREFIX TYPE 2 SERIAL NUMBERS 

A bank had to issue 999,999 sheets of one denomination, for a total of 5,999,994 notes, before B-

suffix serial numbers could appear on a type 1 note. The Chase National Bank of the City of New York 

(2370) was the only bank in the country to achieve this distinction. The feat was realized in their $5 issues 

in 1933. 

The first B-suffix notes arrived at the Comptroller’s office in a printing delivered March 9, 

consisting of sheets 1 through 11,140. The shipment to the bank containing the first B-suffix notes went 

out December 11 in a group numbered 905141A through 651B. Fortunately, someone at the bank saved the 

top notes off the 999999A-1B rollover sheets. 

The last type 1 $5 printed for the Chase bank was F057756B and it was issued, yielding a total 

issuance of 6,346,530 $5 type 1 notes having a face value of $31,732,650! 

Getting to the B 

prefix in the type 2 issues was 

six times easier. Only 999,996 

notes of the same 

denomination had to be 

consumed first. Bank of 

America National Trust and 

Savings Association, San 

Francisco (13044), was the 

only bank to earn this 

distinction, and it was done 

with their $5s. However, 

reaching the B-prefix was just 

part of the story. 

The printing 

containing the B000001 note 

Figure 7. Sensational rollover 

pair of notes from A- to B-suffix 

serials numbers, a feat attained 

only by The Chase National 

Bank of the City of New York. 
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was enormous, consisting of notes A371997 through C074856. It arrived at the Comptroller’s office on 

November 24, 1933. The A999996-B000001 pair was shipped to the bank December 7, 1934, in a group 

numbered A917635-B000938. 

The clock ran out on the Series of 1929 before the C-prefix notes were reached. Consequently, the 

highest serial sent to the bank was B172602. By then the bank had received $5,862,990 in type 2 $5s. 

The highest serial numbers printed on the two types of nationals were as follows according to a 

journal maintained by someone in the numbering division (BEP, undated). The dates listed are when the 

last were numbered. The serials followed by # were issued. 
Type 1: 

$5 A-F057756B# Chase National Bank of New York 
$10 A-F750580A# Chase National Bank of New York 
$20 A-F129054A# Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco 
$50 A-F011178A# Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco 
$100 A-F008554A Union Planters NB&TC of Memphis 

Type 2: 
$5 C074856 Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco Nov 11, 1933 
$10 A762420# Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco Apr 27, 1934 
$20 A435444# Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco Nov 3, 1934 
$50 A064548 Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco Nov 3, 1934 
$100 A043032 Bank of America NT&SA, San Francisco Nov 3, 1934 

PART SHEETS IN BANK SHIPMENTS 

The published listings of issued Series of 1929 serial numbers contain numerous entries where part sheets 

of type 1 and type 2 sheets were sent to banks. Early during the type 1 issues, it was the practice of the 

clerks who were making up shipments to cut sheets in order to provide the exact amounts owed the banks. 

This led to cumbersome ledger entries, so the practice ceased in late 1930. From then on, the redemption 

agency reported redemptions in quantities that exactly equaled values that could be covered by full sheets. 

Figure 8. Bank of America 

National Trust and Savings 

Association, San Francisco, 

was the only bank to issue type 

2 notes with a B prefix. 

Figure 9. There is no photo of 

the unique $20 Series of 1929 

Type 2 note with serial 

A000193 from this bank with 

president M. D. Pond’s 

signature. We have no idea if it 

was saved. A photo of this $10 

with Rhoades’ signature will 

have to do! Photo courtesy of 

Gerome Walton. 
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In this way, the Comptroller’s clerks avoided the bother of cutting sheets and the laborious ledger work 

needed to keep track of them. 

The advantage of type 2 serial numbers was that they were numbered down the sheet. If a sheet had 

to be cut to make a shipment, it caused no bookkeeping headache, so the practice of cutting sheets resumed 

during the type 2 era. 

There is one tale involving the type 2 issues for The First National Bank of Lyons, Nebraska (6221), 

that involved cutting sheets to make up shipments that is so good, it has to be told. The facts here were 

discovered many years ago when Gerome Walton asked Huntoon to identify the changeover serial numbers 

between signature combinations for several Nebraska banks. 

A new president was appointed for the Lyons bank in February 1935. Specifically, M. D. Pond 

replaced Herbert Rhoades. A new type 2 printing consisting of $10 and $20 sheets was made with Pond's 

signature. 

However, the Comptroller’s clerks continued to send notes to the bank with Rhoades’ signature 

until stocks of them ran out. Thus, Pond=s sheets waited in inventory. 

As fate would have it, the very last shipment to the bank to offset redemptions before the Series of 

1929 was discontinued involved an amount that required one $20 note be cut from the next sheet. 

You guessed it, that single $20 was the only 1929 note shipped to the bank with president Pond’s 

signature! The note was $20 serial A000193 sent April 29, 1935, along with some sheets with Rhoades’ 

signature. No $10s with Pond's signature were sent. 

Of all the notes sent to the bank, that one was the most likely to have been saved by Pond. I wonder 

if he saved it! It has not been reported. Probably it is hanging on the wall of his grandson’s office. Or maybe 

his great grandson liberated it in order to go out and buy some weed! 

SERIAL NUMBER GAPS IN BANK SHIPMENTS 

Gaps in serial numbers affecting all the denominations being issued by a bank have been recognized 

for 44 different banks in the 1929 issues. They represent unissued stocks that that were canceled. There 

were two causes: (1) remainders of misprinted print runs discovered by the Comptroller of the Currency’s 

clerks and (2) remainders of print runs having obsolete bank signature combinations. The split is 9 such 

gaps due to misprints and 35 due to obsolete signature combinations. All are listed in Table 2 appended to 

the end of this chapter. 

It was the policy of the Comptroller’s office to consume stocks of sheets having obsolete signatures 

before notes with new signatures were shipped. The same was true for new bank titles. However, the 

occurrence of the gaps involving signers reveals that the bankers could request the cancelation of remaining 

stocks with obsolete signature combinations in the Comptroller’s inventory. In most such cases, the signers 

to be dropped were caught in some unlawful act that the surviving bankers wished to put behind them. 

The practice of honoring banker requests to cancel unissued signature combinations all but ceased 

after October 1932. There were only three such cancelations from then to the end of the series in 1935. 

Examples of gaps follow. 

Hillsdale Obsolete Signature Combination 

Edwin A. Dibble, president of The First National Bank of Hillsdale, Michigan, charter 168, also 

was owner of the Hillsdale Grocery Company, a wholesale business established in 1893. He abruptly 

resigned as bank president on September 13, 1930. In due course, he was indicted for mail fraud in April 

1931 for filing false financial statements in order to obtain about $25,000 in credit from the Crown Paper 

and Bag Co., of Jackson. He was unable to cover his debts, thus throwing his grocery company into 

bankruptcy on October 1, 1930. He pled guilty and was sentenced October 25, 1931 to three years probation 

with a loss to his creditors of $121,530.19. (Battle Creek Enquirer, Sep 14, 1930, Oct 1, 1930, Oct 17, 1931; 

Detroit Free Press, Oct 25, 1931; Marshall Evening Chronicle, Apr 17, 1931). 

The canceled Hillsdale sheets were type 1 $10s serials 728-872 and $20s 206-262 with Dibble-

Prideaux signatures. These were followed by notes with Prideaux-Freed signatures. Notice that the 

Prideaux-Freed note that is illustrated is the top note from the first sheet of $10s with the new signatures, 

undoubtedly saved by one of the signers. We highly revere this type of first note. They are very rare, this 
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being the first we have observed. Spotting them requires a degree of sophistication. This note passed 

unnoticed through the Knight March 2008 auction for $287.50. 

This case is interesting in that Dibble’s troubles did not involve his management of the Hillsdale 

bank. More often, canceled sheets involved 

signers caught in bank fraud, such as 

embezzling from their banks. 
Jamaica Errors 

The Series of 1929 type 1 printings for 

The Jamaica National Bank of New York 

(12550) were jinxed by a succession of two 

consecutive typesetting errors. 

The first involved a stopgap 6-subject 

electrotype plate made by the Government 

Printing Office came with Jamaica in the F-

position misspelled Jamacia. This typo was 

made by a BEP linotype operator as he was 

making the type for a 6-subject form that was 

used by the GPO as a mold for the plate. In the 

meantime, Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, the 

Chicago contractors awarded the contract for 

providing sets of six 1-subject logotype plates, 

had received their order for the bank’s plates, 

but that order omitted the “of” from the bank 

title. In due course, the BBS logotypes arrived. 

The first printing for the bank was 

made from the GPO plate and some sheets were 

sent to the bank with the misspelling in the F-

position before it was discovered. The 

remainder of that printing was canceled, and 

followed by printings from the finally arrived 

BBS logotypes. The omitted “of” wasn’t 

detected until a new plate was ordered by the 

bankers to reflect a new president in 1933. 

Table 1 summarizes the salient facts 

surrounding this comedy of mistakes. 

The discovery of the Jamacia 

misspelling and cancelation of the remaining 

Figure 10. The top note in this 

Hillsdale pair is from the first 

sheet of $10 following the 

cancelation of unissued Dibble-

Prideaux notes in the 

Comptroller of the Currency’s 

inventory after Dibble’s 

departure from the bank as his 

fraudulent handling of his 

grocery company began to 

unravel. National Currency 

Foundation census and 

Heritage Auction archives 

photos. 

Table 1. Receipts of key serial numbers for The
Jamaica National Bank of New York (12550) at
the Comptroller of the Currency's office.
Data from Comptroller of the Currency, 1863-1935.

Date Den Serials Delivery
Type 1:
6-subject GPO plate containing misspelling in the F-position

Sep  7, 1929 5 1-208 1st type 1 delivery
10 1-406

1st set of six 1-subject BBS logotypes missing "of"
Nov 25, 1929 5 209-410 2nd type 1 delivery

10 407-824
Dec  2, 1932 5 4021-4544 last type 1 delivery

10 4371-5196
Type 2:
2nd set of six 1-subject BBS logotypes with new president

Aug 19, 1933 5 1-4956 1st type 2 delivery
10 1-6792

Dates when key notes were shipped to the bank.

Type 1:
6-subject GRO plate containing misspelling in the F-position

Sep 17, 1929 10 A1-B4
Sep 27, 1929 5 A1-B14
Oct  5, 1929 10 C4-D7
Oct 15, 1929 10 E7-B14
Oct 30, 1929 10 C14-B19
(rest of first printing canceled)

1st set of six 1-subject BBS logotypes missing "of"
Nov 25, 1929 5 209-
Nov 26, 1929 10 407-
Aug  4, 1933 10 -5196
Aug 11, 1933 5 -4544

Type 2:
2nd set of six 1-subject BBS logotypes with new president

Aug 19, 1933 5 1-
Aug 19, 1933 10 1-
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stock of those sheets in the 

Comptroller’s inventory 

explains the gap in the issued 

serial numbers. This gap is 

particularly interesting 

because the issuance of the 

error sheets was terminated 

mid-sheet. At the time the 

Comptroller’s clerks cut 

sheets to make up desired 

dollar amounts in their 

shipments. 

Louis Van Belkum 

had recorded the gap from the 

National Currency and Bond 

Ledgers, but, of course, we 

had no idea what had caused 

it. John Hickman provided 

the vital clue decades ago. 

One day he excitedly showed 

me a photocopy someone had 

sent him of the bottom four notes from the $10 number 2 sheet from the first printing sporting the misspelled 

Jamacia in the F-position. The National Currency and Bond Ledgers revealed that the Comptroller’s clerks 

sent the unissued error sheets to the redemption division for cancellation as soon as the error was discovered 

Bartlett, Texas, Misspelling 

The first two printing of Series of 1929 notes for The First National Bank of Bartlett, Texas (5422), 

had the town misspelled Barlett. 

This spectacular error, the first to be reported from the bank, came in a lot of Texas notes consigned 

to Heritage Auctions and offered through their January 5-8, 2011 Fun sale. Heritage cataloguer Frank Clark, 

spotted the error. 

He sent a scan of it to Huntoon, not knowing that Huntoon had discovered the error in Treasury 

records several years ago, already had researched it, and been looking for a specimen ever since. 

Huntoon first ran into the misspelling in a Bureau of Engraving and Printing billing ledger for 

Series of 1929 overprinting plates. The entry for The First National Bank of Bartlett was written during 

September 1929, and shows the spelling as Barlett. It appears that the misspelling was transmitted to the 

BEP on the order form that they received from the Comptroller of the Currency. 

The September entry is followed by an undated second that states “new plate[s] made without 

charge to bank.” 

Figure 11. Three notes from 

The Jamaica National Bank of 

New York. Top: John 

Hickman’s photocopy of the 

F-note with misspelled 

Jamacia from the GPO plate. 

Middle: note from the BBS 

logotypes with omitted of in 

the title. Bottom: note from a 

new set of BBS logotypes made 

in 1933 with the correct title 

when the president=s signature 

was changed. 
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Both sets of plates 

were made by Barnhart 

Brothers & Spindler in 

Chicago. 

The rest of the story 

appears in the National 

Currency and Bond Ledgers. 

The first delivery of 1929 

sheets for the bank arrived at 

the Comptroller’s office on 

September 25, 1929, and 

contained $10 sheets 1-616 

and $20s 1-210. 

Error sheets began 

to be shipped to the bank 

beginning with $10s on 

October 4, followed by $20s 

on October 12. These were 

replacements for worn large 

size notes that had been 

redeemed. Periodic 

shipments followed. 

The cryptic notation 

“printed wrong” appears in 

the column showing 

shipments to the bank, so it is clear that the clerks spotted the misspelling. 

A second printing arrived at the Comptroller’s office four and a half months later on February 8, 

1930. Ironically, it was printed from the plates with the misspelling and included $10s 617-1234 and $20s 

211-422. Obviously, an order for more sheets had been sent to the BEP, but failed to mention the 

misspelling. 

The last shipment of sheets with the misspelling was sent to the bank February 4, 1930, four days 

before the second printing arrived. 

The arrival of the second printing stirred the Comptroller’s office into remedial action. They 

ordered a third printing with the proper spelling. 

It arrived at the Comptroller’s office on February 26th, and contained sheets $10s 1235-1836 and 

$20s 423-832, so now the clerks finally could stop shipping errors! The first shipment to the bank without 

the misspelling went out that same day. 

The unissued sheets with the misspelling were canceled May 12, 1930, and included serials $10 

460-1234 and $20 116-422. Notice that the cancellations involved the last sheets in the first printing and 

all the sheets from the second printing. This is another case where a typographical error on the layout used 

to make Series of 1929 overprinting plates resulted in canceled sheets and resulting gaps in issued serial 

numbers. 

The part of this tale that is interesting is that even though the error was spotted in September 1929, 

the Comptroller’s office continued to ship the misprints until a corrected printing arrived. Misprints, when 

found, always caused some type of response. Procedures varied, but a primary consideration involved 

weighing the degree of the problem against an inconvenient wait imposed on the bankers. Delays were 

obviously considered worse than the misspelling in the Bartlett case! 

A key step in making the Series of 1929 logotype plates that were produced by Barnhart Brothers 

& Spindler involved a photo etching process. This required a photo positive of the overprint. A photo 

positive of Bartlett was spliced into the original positive in place of Barlett. All else on the layout was left 

as it was. The new set of plates was made from the corrected positive. 

Figure 12. Bartlett is misspelled in the top note of this pair. 
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Another misspelling 

of a town is flagged in the 

1929 billing ledger. This 

occurred on the plates made 

for The First National Bank 

of Maquoketa, Iowa, charter 

999. The July 1929 billing 

entry states “misspelled 

Maquoleta.” In this case, the 

BEP ordered a new set of 

overprinting plates before the 

first printing. Notes from the 

first printing came out 

correctly as Maquoketa, 

including most notably the 

$20 E000001A note that 

appeared in a CAA 1/97 sale. 

Indianapolis Preposition Error 

A general policy had been adopted at the Comptroller’s office not to accept titles that duplicated 

one used previously in the same town. They could be avoided by substituting in or at for of in titles, or by 

dropping those prepositions altogether. 

This resulted in a glitch for an Indianapolis bank. The American National Bank at Indianapolis was 

the third in a string of related banks. The first was The American National Bank (5672), chartered in 1901, 

which was liquidated and reorganized as The Fletcher American National Bank (9829) in 1910. The 

Fletcher American was in turn liquidated January 24, 1934, and succeeded by The American National Bank 

at Indianapolis (13759), which had been organized August 19, 1933. In the case of charter 13759, at was 

substituted for of. 

The officers of the new bank arranged for a deposit of $1 million worth of bonds to secure a like 

circulation on February 28, 1934. A set of Series of 1929 overprinting logotypes was made, and the first 

deliveries from them arrived at the Comptroller’s office in October 1933. A subsequent printing was 

delivered in February 1934. $1 million was shipped to the bank March 1st from the Comptroller’s office. 

What everyone failed to notice was that the title on the first two printings used the traditional of 

instead of at!  The error was spotted once the $1 million worth of errors arrived at the bank. The notes 

were desperately needed, so they were pressed rapidly into circulation. 

In the meantime, the unissued remainders in the Comptroller’s office from the second printing were 

canceled March 15th. A third shipment with the corrected title arrived at the Comptroller’s office March 26-

27, 1934. Another followed in September. Consequently, there were gaps in the issued serial number ranges 

for all five type 2 denominations between the two titles. 

Regular shipments to the bank of error-free notes from the new plates were used to offset 

redemptions of worn notes from circulation beginning April 12, 1934. In this interesting case, $286,770 

worth of error-free notes were sent to the bank, in contrast to a million dollars’ worth of the errors. 

Consequently, the errors represented about three and a half times the dollar value of the non-errors! The 

fact is that the error-free notes proved to be fairly difficult to find. 

Figure 13. The official title for 

this Indianapolis bank utilized 

the preposition at, not of. The 

first two printings used of by 

mistake. Notes with the error 

are more easily obtained than 

the corrected title. 
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Unrecognized Gaps 

Not all the canceled runs involving obsolete signature combinations have been identified. There 

are two reasons they have been missed. 

First, many signature changes occurred between the type 1 and 2 issues. Canceled sheets from the 

ends of such type 1 printings can be detected only by determining that the last type 1 sheets were not issued. 

This would require an examination of the appropriate National Currency and Bond Ledger for every Series 

of 1929-issuing bank whose issues bridged the type 1 and 2 eras, a task that hasn’t been undertaken. 

Second, and even more obscure, is that in many cases, Louis Van Belkum, the compiler of the 

issued national bank note serial number data, calculated the last serial numbers for the type 1 issues for 

many banks by using summary dollar totals from the last ledger page, rather than examining the ledger page 

that showed the actual high serial numbers issued. Thus, he missed the fact that there were groups of 

canceled sheets, and inadvertently calculate ending type 1 serial numbers that were correspondingly too 

low. Occasionally such missed gaps are revealed when collectors report out-of-range serial numbers. 

MATCHED CHARTER AND SERIAL NUMBERS 

Occasionally someone finds a note where the serial number matches the charter number. Just that 

happened to Dan Freeland with the circulated note from Bay City, Michigan, shown here. Lucky find! 

PARTING COMMENTS 

The great advantage to bankers with the adoption of small size national bank notes was that the 

notes would arrive in totally completed form; specifically, they already would bear the bank signatures. 

However, in reality the conversion to small size got off on the wrong foot because the notes were still 

printed in sheets where every note on the sheet had the same number, a tradition inherited from the large 

note era, which in turn had been inherited from the numbering of obsolete bank currency before that by the 

bank note companies. As before, the notes were sent to the bankers in sheet form when what the bankers 

really wanted was separated notes. These comprised the type 1 varieties printed from 1929 to 1933. 

All relevant Treasury officials undertook deliberations to remedy this shortcoming and the concept 

of consecutively numbered notes gained serious traction. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing could 

readily handle consecutively numbered notes because that is how all Treasury and Federal Reserve bank 

currency was being numbered. The Bureau was using small size numbering presses that not only applied 

the numbers consecutively down the sheet, but also separated and collated the notes in consecutive order. 

Consecutively numbering down the sheets was adopted for nationals in 1933 giving rise to the type 

2 varieties. However, the primary internal motivation for moving in this direction was that the new 

numbering heads were designed to also apply the bank charter numbers next to the serial numbers, yielding 

two additional charter numbers that were printed using brown ink. That ink penetrated the paper better than 

the black ink used for the two black charter numbers along the outside edges of the notes that were part of 

the bank overprint. The reality was that the National Bank Redemption Agency was facing two serious 

problems. Often the black overprints on worn notes had washed off making it difficult or impossible to 

assign those redeemed notes to the proper bank. On other severely worn notes, the ends were eroded to the 

point that the black charter numbers along the edges were missing. The more durable brown charter 

numbers bracketing the portraits at the centers of the notes solved both problems! 

Figure 14. Notice that the 

charter number and serial 

number match on this Bay City, 

Michigan, note. 

. 
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Once they began to produce the type 2 notes, they continued to send them to the banks in uncut 

form. The decision turned on convenience. The Comptroller’s vault was set up to handle sheets, not 

individual notes. Besides, there was a huge inventory of type 1 sheets still in stock. In order to convert to 

notes, everything involved with handling including the design of the vault itself would have to be changed. 

Not the least of the problems was that the type 1 sheets in inventory would have to be separated into 

individual notes, which would bear duplicate numbers that would create an accounting headache. 

The solution was simply to defer dealing with the problem. If they waited long enough, the stock 

of all the type 1 sheets would finally be consumed. Also, on the horizon was the happy prospect that serious 

minds in the Treasury Department were working on doing away with the nuisance national currency 

altogether. Waiting things out deferred costly intervention! And that is how the type 2 era played out. 

There was one benefit to the type 2 issues from the perspective of the Comptroller’s office. 

Bookkeeping could be simplified because replacements for worn notes redeemed from circulation could be 

handled when necessary by cutting sheets to supply exact balances rather than juggling redemption balances 

to match the dollar value of full sheets as was the practice going into the type 2 era. 

As for the bankers, whose howls fueled the move to consecutively number the notes, they were 

stuck with having to deal with annoying sheets right up to the end! 
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Table 2.  Identified cases where unissued  sheets with obsolete signatures were canceled during the issuance of Series of 1929 national
bank notes.

Canceled Obsolete Signature Combinations

Canceled Obsolete Signature Combination New Signature Combination Date of
Location Ch. No. Combinationa Serials President Cashier President Cashier New Plateb

FL Jacksonville 8321 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 9478-9500 A. F. Perry N. A. Wakefield A. I. du Pont N. A. Wakefield p Mar 1930
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 4578-4772

IL Ottawa 1154 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 2378-2962 O. Haberle E. J. Cassidy F. A. Gerding E. O. Haeberle c&p Oct 1931
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 719-942

IL Wyoming 6629 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 3956-4530 W. H. Carter W. F. Wahrer C. A. Rogers W. F. Wahrer p Jan 1932

IN Columbus 1066 50‑50‑50‑50‑50‑50 122-178 E. Lucas C. F. Dehmer C. F. Dehmer W. G. Wissman c&p Apr 1932
100‑100‑100‑100‑100‑100 14‑64

IN West Baden 6388 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 352‑418 L. P. Brown C. J. Dowden M. Hassenmiller R. D. Dusert c&p Oct 1932
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 175‑208
20-20-20-20-20-20 42-72

IN Remington 11355 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 586‑614 A. R. Sheetz G. W. Anderson A. R. Sheetz J. I. Stevens c Dec 1929
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 163‑208

KS Howard 3242 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 299‑412 H. G. Zirn H. E. Turner T. J. McKinney H. E. Turner p Apr 1930
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 140‑210
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 37‑74

KY Russell 8792 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 256‑316 J. W. Ramey J. M. Millis J. W. Ramey C. M. Callihan c June 1930
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 35‑104

MA Turners Falls 2058 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 1158‑1510 C. W. Hazelton W. T. Ellis C. W. Hazelton W. J. Morgan c Mar 1930
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 656‑776
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 134‑258

MI Hillsdale 168 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 728‑872 E. A. Dibble E. T. Prideaux E. T. Prideaux O. F. Freed c&p Dec 1930
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 206‑262

MI Millington 8723 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 509‑1026 W. J. Spears W. J. Sinclair A. Holmes L. A. Davison c&p Jan 1932
MN Barnum 11761 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 131‑314 E. Erickson F. E. Bauer H. C. Hanson H. Johnson c&p Jan 1931

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 14‑106
MO West Plains 5036 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 275‑316 J. P. Harlin W. T. Harlin J. R. Reed H. C. Kellett c&p Aug 1932

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 52‑104
NJ Hamburg 8227 5 2583‑2820 N. Farber T. D. Edsall N. Farber C. C. Griggs c May 1935
NJ Bradley Beach 10224 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 279‑312 J. D. Carton R. R. McMurtry C. Wegeman R. F. Johnson c&p Sep 1933

10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 300‑314
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 93‑106

NJ Keansburg 10376 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 171‑522 T. W. Collins C. B. Lohsen C. R. Snyder C. B. Lohsen p Mar 1931
NJ Fort Lee 12497 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 1360‑1994 H. D. Schall A. J. Hughes H. D. Schall Leggett c Mar 1930
NY Waterville 1361 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 473‑620 C. Miller F. B. Jones C. Miller H. Schneider c Apr 1930

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 45‑210
NY Freeport 7703 5 6465‑7464 E. S. Randall W. F. Kraft, Jr. W. F. Kraft, Jr. L. B. Cassin c&p May 1934

10 3300‑3324
20 656‑876

NY Fleischmanns 8847 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 546‑734 G. A. Speenburgh J. F. Kelly S. T. Whipple V. F. Brenn c&p Aug 1932
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 281‑358
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 79‑108

NY Kenmore 12208 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 5086‑5438 M. D. Young A. R. Catlin E. C. Johnston A. R. Catlin p Feb 1931
NY Bellport 12473 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 782‑950 W. D. Mott L. B. Raymond W. B. Macintosh L. B. Raymond p Feb 1930
NY New York 13035 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 1775‑2022 A. H. Hansen E. Q. Watson C. Hendry J. Tayerle c&p Jul 1930

10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 825‑1020
OH Chillicothe 128 10 9864‑10260 S. M. Veail C. F. Hagemann O. G. Kear C. F. Hagemann p Jan 1935

20 1931‑2544
OH Lynchburg 11772 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 1017‑2048 H. S. Pulse C. L. Hurt J. F. West C. L. Hurt p Oct 1929
OK Hollis 10240 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 223‑526 E. M. Slaughter W. C. Caswell E. M. Slaughter V. Hostutler c Jul 1931
OR Lebanon 10164 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 156‑316 J. C. Booth W. M. Brown J. C. Booth T. G. Covsgill c Aug 1930

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 24‑104
PA Langhorne 3063 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 303‑316 H. Lovett H. G. Mitchell H. Lovett T. E. Coe, Jr. c Mar 1930

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 69‑104
PA Trevorton 7722 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 426‑472 W. L. Helfenstein O. J. Michael D. F. Reichert E. J. O'Rourke c&p Jun 1931
RI Providence 1328 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 6347‑7316 A. R. Plant C. P. Brown A. R. Plant D. A. Howland c Feb 1932

10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 2973‑3456
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 812‑1158

TX Bastrop 4093 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 207‑304 W. A. McCord H. G. Griesenbeck W. B. Ransome H. G. Griesenbeck p Apr 1930
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 37‑104

VA Luray 6031 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 726‑778 J. S. Price W. E. Frank E. N. Hershberger W. E. Frank p Apr 1932
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 368‑390
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 103‑118

VA Richmond 10080 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 24934‑28614 W. H. Schwarzschild J. M. Miller, III W. H. Schwarzschild H. Page c Aug 1931
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 12072‑13766
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 3370‑4136

WI Ladysmith 11826 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 437‑2036 F. I. Hughes B. A. Wickstrom L. M. Lundmark B. A. Wickstrom p Apr 1930
WY Cody 7319 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 231‑314 P. E. Markham C. E. Parker P. E. Markham R. H. Smith c Dec 1931

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 43‑104
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This chapter is from The Encyclopedia of U. S. National Bank Notes published jointly by the National Currency 

Foundation (www.nationalcurrencyfoundation.com) and Society of Paper Money Collectors (www.spmc.org). 

Canceled Misprinted Orders  - Items in ( ) are notations written in the billing ledger.

Canceled
Location Ch. No. Combinationa Serials Cause

ID Boise 1668 50‑50‑50‑50‑50‑50 C4-244 canceled end of misprinted first printing
100‑100‑100‑100‑100‑100 E2-84

IL Taylorville 8940 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 368-826 canceled end of misprinted first printing
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 D73-416
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 1-146

IN Indianapolis 13759 5 59961‑73416 canceled end of misprints from 1st set of logotypes
10 30001‑36900
20 13741‑15468
50 1501‑1896
100 505‑624

"of" instead of "at" in bank name (American N. B. at Indianapolis, Ind change of title $24.00 but no charge to bank Mar/34)
KS Jewell 3591 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 573‑624 canceled end of misprinted first printing

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 116‑204
(The First NB of Jewell City, Jewell, Kans [No charge for title change - Bur error] New title and pres 18.00 June 1930)

MN Saint Peter 1794 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 C4‑314 canceled end of misprinted first printing
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 D3‑104

(new cashier president 21.00 no charge)
MN Hopkins 7958 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 C54‑830 canceled end of misprinted first printing

10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 1‑412
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 1‑148

NE O'Neill 5770 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 E17‑618 canceled end of misprinted first printing
20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 1‑210

NY New York 12550 5‑5‑5‑5‑5‑5 C14‑208 canceled end of misprinted first printing
10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 C19‑406

Jamaica misspelled Jamacia in F-position (plate made to correct title no charge to bank)
TX Bartlett 5422 10‑10‑10‑10‑10‑10 460‑1234 canceled end of misprints from 1st set of logotypes

20‑20‑20‑20‑20‑20 116‑422
Bartlett misspelled Barlett (new plate made without charge to bank)

a. 6-subjects represent type 1 sheets, 1-subject represents type 2 notes.
b. Plates as listed in the BEP 1929 plate billing ledger.  Dates are when the plates were billed.  c = new cashier, p = new president.
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